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Abstract. Runge-Kutta methods for solving initisl value problems of the form y’ = j(z, y) 
can be reassessed by geometric mean (rather than arithmetic mean) averaging of the fuuc- 
tional values in the integration interval. Initially a low order accuracy formula is obtained 
but by recomparing the Taylor series expansions in terms of the functional derivatives, new 
weighting parameters can be obtained to yield new Runge-Kutta formulae of 3rd and 4th 
order. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The third order classical Runge-Kutta formula based on arithmetic means is well known 
and given by, 
kl = f(Yn) 
and 
b = f(Y" +hh) (1.1) 
h3 = f(yn +ha2kl +ha3k2) 
Yn+l = Yn + &Jlh -t W2E2 + w3k3). (1.2) 
Kutta’s third order rule, for example uses, 
1 
al = -, -1, as = 
2 
a2 = 2, 
1 2 1 






i.e., equation (1.2) is written as, 
Yn+l = %I + $(h + 4t2 + k3). 
It is also possible to obtain a formula of the form, 
Yntl = Yn + $(h + 2k2 + h3), 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
and make an adjustment of the parameters ai, i = 1,2,3 to attain third order accuracy. 
Now equation (1.4) can be written also as, 
h h + k2 kz + b 
Yn+l = Yn + 2(2 + 7) (l-5) 
then by substituting the arithmetic means of ki, i = 1,2,3 in (1.5) with their geometric 
means we obtain a new formula of the form, 
Yn+l = Yn + i(& + &), (1.6) 
and adjust the parameters ai, i = 1,2,3 so that equation (1.6) will have the highest 
accuracy possible. 
Using the REDUCE symbolic computer program, we obtain the following three equa- 
tions of condition, 
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h2ff, : -24~~ - 12a2 - 12~ + 24 = 0 (1.7) 
h2ff; : 6al- 6ara2 - 18aras + 3az + 6ayzz3 + 3a$ + 8 = 0 (1.8) 
h2f2fyy : -12~: - Sag - 12~~1s - 6ai + 8 = 0 (1.9) 
Solving these three equations simultaneously we obtain the values, 
2 1 7 
ar = -, Q2 = --,a3 = -. 
3 2 6 
Thus, the new method can be written as follows, 
and 
kl = f (Ga, Yn) 
k2 = f(+, + $, y, + ;hkl) 
k3 = f(zn + $ , yn - $I+ ;hkz) 
Yn+l = Yn + $&xi + i&G>. 
The truncation error in the formula is found to be, 




By solving y’ = -y,y(O) = 1 in 0 5 z 5 1, using h = 0.1, we obtain the following 






















Bxact Solution Num Solution 
0.9048374E+OO 0.9048347E+ 00 
Error 
0.27114743 - 05 
0.8187308E + 00 0.8187258E + 00 0.49166193 - 05 
0.74081823 + 00 0.74081163 + 00 0.66649813 - 05 
0.67032003 + 00 0.67031203 + 00 0.80479103 - 05 
0.60653073 + 00 0.60652163 + 00 0.9098352E- 05 
0.5488116E + 00 0.54880183 + 00 0.98806733- 05 
0.4965853E+OO 0.4965479E+OO 0.10427903 - 04 
0.44932906+00 0.44931823+00 0.10783873 - 04 
0.40656973+00 0.40655873+00 0.10978743 - 04 
0.36787943+00 0.36786843+00 0.1103946E - 04 
TABLE 1 
2. A FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD 
A new fourth order Runge-Kutta method for the initial value problem which is based 
on the geometric mean was developed by Evans and Sanugi [1986]. The method is of the 
form, 
k4 = f(Yn + h(u4h + u5k2 + u6k3)) I 
(2.1) 
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kl = f(Yn) 
k2 = f(Yn + hh) 
k3 = f(Yn + h(u2h + U3k2)) 
Yra+1 =yrl+ #F2+G+GJ (2.2) 
In particular by setting us +a3 = 4, ad+&+&j = 1 and by comparing the RHS of (2.2) 
with the Taylor series expansion for y(zn+i), the following six equations of conditions 
were obtained, 
h2ffy : -192ai + 96 = 0 (2.3a) 
h3ff; : 108 - 48~ - 24~~ - 96&5 - 192u1u3 + 48~: = 0 
h3f2f,, : 24 - 96u; = 0 
h4ff,3 : 18 + 12u6 + 3Ul + 24~1~5 - 96UlU3U6i- 
+6U: - 48u:u3 - 24~: = 0 
h4f2f,fyy; 108 - 60u6 - 6~x1 - 96ulu5 - 96u1u3- 
-12~: - 48u:u5 - 96u:u3 + 48~7 = 0 
and 
h4f3f,,, : 4 - 32~7 = 0 
by solving these equations simultaneously the six parameters are given by, 
1 1 9 
u1= -, 
2 










Thus the new method is written as follows: 
with error term, 
h = f(Ga,Yn) 
k2 = f(Zn + ;, yn + ;kl) 
ks = f(cn + ;, y,, + ;[-k1 + 9k2]) 
k4 = f(+ + h, yn + $$-361 + 5k2 + 22k2]) 
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LTE = &64f4hvuu - 2W3fYfYYY - 3744f3f&- 
(2.6) 
-1974f “f;f,, + 3561 f f;] 
which confirms the fourth order accuracy of the method as shown in Table 2. 
h=O.lOOO 
Standard formula 













0.81873086 + 00 
0.7408184E + 00 
0.6703200E + 00 
0.60653073 + 00 





Num. Solution Error 
0.9048375E+OO -0.85377693- 07 
0.81873096 + 00 -0.1447658E - 06 
0.74081843 + 00 -0.2046044E - 06 
0.67032036 + 00 -0.23998926- 06 
0.60653093+00 -0.27552263 - 06 
0.54881193 + 00 -0.29751126 - 06 
0.49658563+00 -0.3166163E - 06 
0.4493293E+OO -0.32702093-06 
0.4065700E + 00 -0.33149013 - 06 
0.3678798E+OO -0.33154193 - 06 
RK-New Formula 
4327 0.10 0.9048374E+OO 0.90483766+00 -0.19932203 - 06 
3651 0.20 0.81873083 + 00 0.8187311E + 00 -0.3509680E-06 
3758 0.30 0.74081823 + 00 0.7408187E + 00 -0.4844737E-06 
3321 0.40 0.6703200E + 00 0.67032063 + 00 -0.57763756-06 
3361 0.50 0.6065307E + 00 0.60653133 + 00 -0.65741876-06 
3095 0.60 0.54881163 + 00 0.5488123E + 00 -0.71217596 - 06 
2756 0.70 0.4965833E+ 00 0.49658613+00 -0.7543546E - 06 
2725 0.80 0.44932903+00 0.4493297E+OO -0.7796861E - 06 
2746 0.90 0.40656973+00 0.4065705E+OO -0.7922771E - 06 
2825 1.00 0.36787946+00 0.3668802E+OO -0.7948056E- 06 
TABLE 2 
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